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Abstract 
Let X be a locally compact separable metric space with proper metric d. Let Xd denote the 
Higson compactification of X and let VdX denote the corona of X. The main result of this paper 
is that if A is a a-compact subset of VdX, then the closure of A in VdX is equivalent to the 
Stone&ech compactification of A. This should be compared with the well known fact that, if X 
is locally compact and a-compact and A is a LindelGf subset of /3X \ X, then the closure of A 
in OX \ X is equivalent to PA. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X be a metric space with metric d. We say that the metric d is proper if every closed 
bounded set is compact. Of course, only locally compact metric spaces can have proper 
metrics. If X is a metric space with proper metric d, then the Higson compactification 
is denoted Xd. This is a compactification of X which depends on the metric d. The set 
of added points in the Higson compactification with the subspace topology is called the 
Higson corona and is denoted by VdX. A detailed description of this compactification 
and its elementary properties can be found in [5,6]. In [5] the author studied the l- 
dimensional Tech cohomology of the Higson compactification and its corona and used 
the results to settle in the negative a conjecture of Higson in [6, 6.35, p. 831 concerning 
the Higson compactification of an X which is uniformly contractible with respect to its 
proper metric d. 
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In this paper we determine the following property for subsets of the Higson corona. 
Suppose that A is a o-compact subset of the H&son corona of X. Then the closure of A 
in vdX is equivalent to the Stone-?ech compactification of A. This makes possible the 
use of the extensive theory of the Stone-Tech compactification [7] to study properties of 
subcontinua of the Higson corona. It also makes possible the use of specialized techniques 
developed by the author in previous papers [2-51. 
2. Basic properties of the Higson compactification 
In this section we repeat the basic definitions and outline the basic results concerning 
the Higson compactification and its corona. Our approach is slightly different than that 
taken in [6], but equivalent. 
Suppose that X is noncompact with d a proper metric. Let f : X + Y be a continuous 
function into a metric space Y with specific metric. We say that the function f satisfies 
(*) provided that 
lim diam(f(B,(x))) = 0 Vr > 0. 
2’00 (*) 
Property (*) means that for each r > 0 and each E > 0, there is a compact set K = KT,E 
in X such that for all II: $ K, diam(f(B,(z))) < E. Recall the standard notation of [l] 
that C(X) (C*(X)) denotes the set of all (bounded) real-valued continuous functions 
on X. C(X) and C*(X) are rings under pointwise addition and multiplication with 
C*(X) a subring of C(X). By analogy we define Cd(X) and C:(X) as follows: 
Cd(X) = {f E C(X) 1 f satisfies (*)}, 
C,*(X) = {f E C*(X) 1 f satisfies (*)}. 
With the supremum norm on C*(X), Ci (X) is a closed subring of C* (X) containing 
all the constant functions. Because the metric d on X is proper, C:(X) generates the 
topology of X. It is well known that the compactifications of X are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the closed subrings F of C*(X) which contain the constants and 
generate the topology of X. For a given such subring F the compactification associated 
with F can be produced several equivalent ways. One way is to let the points of the 
compactification be the maximal ideals of the ring F with the hull-kernel topology with 
the point 5 of X being identified with the fixed maximal ideal A& = {f E F 1 f(x) = O}. 
Another way to construct the compactification associated with F is to embed the space 
X in the product space n fEF If, where If is the smallest closed interval containing the 
image of X under f. The embedding of X is e : X + nfEF If given by the formula 
e(z)f = f(x). The compactification associated with F is then the closure of e(X) in 
flfEF If. Both of these methods are well known and widely used as well as other 
methods. The compactification that is produced is characterized by the property that 
if f is a real-valued continuous function on X, then f extends continuously to the 
compactification associated with F if and only if f E F. 
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The Higson compactification is the compactification associated with the closed subring 
F = CLf (X) c C*(X). It is characterized as the compactification Xd such that the real- 
valued continuous functions on X that extend to Xd are precisely the ones in C,(X). 
The Higson corona is simply UdX = Xd \ X. The letter cl is used in the designa- 
tion of the Higson compactification and its corona to emphasize the dependence on the 
proper metric d. In the rest of the paper it will be assumed that X is a locally compact 
noncompact metric space having a proper metric d. 
3. Theorem about subcontinua of vdx 
We now state the main result of this paper: 
Theorem 1. Suppose that X is a locally compact metric space with proper metric d and 
suppose that A is a u-compact subset of the Higson corona. Then the closure of A in 
udX is equivalent to the Stone-tech compactijcation of A. 
If 2 is a completely regular space, then we denote the Stone-eech compactification 
of Z by ,BZ. There is a version of Theorem 1 which is well known for the Stone-eech 
compactification. If X is any locally compact c-compact space and A is a Lindelijf subset 
of ,8X \ X, then the closure of A in OX \ X is equivalent to PA. The proof of Theorem 
1 is patterned after a proof of this counterpart. 
The Higson compactification of X is never equivalent to the Stone-Tech compactifi- 
cation of X unless X has the property that for every M > 0, there is a compact subset 
K in X such that Bnl (z) = {r} f or every :I’ $ K. This fact makes Theorem 1 all the 
more surprising. 
We need a few preliminary results before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. The 
first result is a rephrasing of Theorem 1.17 in [ 11. 
Theorem 2. Let Z be a completely regular space and let S be a subspace. Then S is C*- 
embedded in Z if and only iffor every subset K of S and every continuous g : K + (0, 1 } 
which has a continuous extension to S into [0, 11, there is also a continuous extension 
of g to Z into [0, 11. 
Let X be a locally compact metric space with proper metric d and suppose that A 
is a a-compact subset of the Higson corona. The closure of A being equivalent to @A 
is equivalent to A being C*-embedded. We will show that A is C*-embedded in the 
Higson corona using Theorem 2. Next we will outline a construction which will allow 
us to find the extension of g required. 
4. A construction 
Suppose that X is a locally compact metric space with proper metric d and let 
{fi:x + [0, l]}z, be a countable collection of maps which satisfy (*). We want 
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to describe a procedure for defining another map f : X --+ [0, l] so that f also satisfies 
(*). Let {&i}g, and {Mi}:, be sequences of positive numbers such that pi I 0 and 
A4 T co. For E, and M, let B, be a compact subset of X such that 
diam(f, (BM, (z))) < 2 and diam(fz(BM, (z))) < 3 
whenever 2 $ B,. Such a compact set B, exists because f, and fi satisfy (*). Using 
the fact that X is locally compact, let K, be a compact subset of X containing B, in its 
interior. Let H, (t, z) = t . f~(x) + (1 - t) fl (x) be the straight-line homotopy between 
f, and f2. Now define 
G,(z) = H,($ +-c,K,),+ 
for all z with d(z, K,) < ~M,/E, and G,(z) = fz(z) for all 2 with d(z, K,) > ~M,/E,. 
Then G, will be continuous since the two definitions agree when d(z, K,) = ~M,/E,. It 
is also clear that G 1 1 K, = fl and G, is identically f;, for all J: with d(z, K,) 2 ~M,/E,. 
We also want to claim that for all, 5 $! I?,, diam(G,(BM, (z))) < E,. 
Claim. For all 2 $8 B1, diam(G, (BM, (3))) < E,. 
Proof. Suppose that IC +! B1 and let 
t, = min d(y,K,) and t2 = 
4z,Y)<Ml d(i$&, d(y, K,). 
Now if tz = 0 or tl 3 6A4,/~,, then G, E f, or G, E f2 on BM,(z) and 
diam(G, (BM, (x))) < ? < ~1 
in either case. In any case t2 - tl < 2 . Ml and 
GI (BM, (x)) C HI (&, . [h, b], BM, (x,) 
One can easily see that 
diam HI 
( 
s , BM, (z) 
1 
< $ . 
It is also easily seen that 
diamH, & 
( 
, . [t, , t2], Y) < & .2M, = ? 
for every y E BM, (x). Thus, 
diam HI 
( 
&. [tdzl,Bd4) < ~1 
and thus diam(G, (BM, (x))) < ~1 and the claim is proved. q 
In the same fashion that the function G, was constructed above, we construct a se- 
quence of such functions { Gi}:, . Associated with {Gi}E, will be a sequence of com- 
pact sets {K,}z”=, such that X = I-l,“=, K,. We can require the following four properties 
to hold: 
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(1) K+I contains the Mi neighborhood of Ki for all i 2 1; 
(2) for all i and all 2 6 Ki, diam(Gi(Bbf*(z))) < E,; 
(3) GiIK, E fi; and 
(4) Gilx\~,+, - fi+t. 
The proof of the claim shows that such a sequence of functions and compact sets 
exists. Now we define the function f to be given by f(z) = ft(z) for z E K1, and 
f(z) = Gi (z) for 5 E Ki+ I\ Ki. Then properties (3) and (4) guarantee that f SO defined 
is continuous and properties (1) and (2) guarantee that f satisfies (*). 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will have a special sequence of functions {fi : X + 
[0, l]}E, so that the function f defined by the above process will have additional prop- 
erties. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1 
We now proceed to the proof of the main theorem. 
Let X be a locally compact metric space and let d be a proper metric on X. Suppose 
that A is a g-compact subset of the Higson corona of X. We use Theorem 2 to show 
that A is C*-embedded in vdX. Let K be any subset of A which is closed in A and let 
g:K+{O,l}bea continuous function. Since A is a-compact it is normal. Thus, g must 
have a continuous extension to A into [0, 11. We will now show that g has an extension 
to vdX. This will show that A is C*-embedded in vdX and thus that the closure of A 
in vdX is equivalent to PA. Therefore the following claim will complete the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Claim 1. g: K + (0, l} h as a continuous extension to udX into [0, 11. 
Proof. Since g-‘(O) and g-‘(l) are closed subsets of A, they must also be g-compact. 
SO, let g-‘(O) = /Jz”=, Ai with Ai C Ai+l foralliandletg-‘(l)=U,“=tBiwithB,C 
&+, for all i. Now X U A is cT-compact and thus is also a normal space. Furthermore, 
for each i, Ai and Bi are disjoint closed subsets of the Higson compactification of X. 
Furthermore, g-t (0) and gg’ (1) are disjoint closed subsets of the normal space X U A. 
Thus, for each i there are sets Ui and vi which are open in X U A such that 
(1) A c Q; 
(2) & C v,; 
(3) ui r&(l) = 0; 
(4) vi n g-‘(O) = 0; and 
(5) the closure of U, in xd is disjoint from the closure of V, in Xd. 
Now since Ai C AZ+1 and Bi C &+I for all i, we can also require that 
(6) ??i c Uz+l and vi c K+I for all i. 
Now for each i we claim that there is a continuous function fi : X + [0, l] such that 
(1) filu,nx = 0; 
(2) .flv,nx = 1; and 
(3) fi satisfies (*). 
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Claim 2. For each i we claim that there is a continuous function fi : X + [0, l] such 
that 
(1) filU,“X - 0; 
(2) filv,nx - 1; and 
(3) fi satisjies (*). 
Proof. Since the closure of Ui in Xd is disjoint from the closure of Vi in Xd, there is 
a continuous function fi : Xd + [0, l] such that fi ]u, E 0 and fi ]v, E 1. Let fi also 
denote the restriction of this function to X. Then fi has an extension to Xd since it 
is just the restriction of such a function. But the only mappings to [0, l] which have 
extensions to Xd are those functions which have property (*). This function fi has the 
required properties and Claim 2 is proved. 0 
We now return to the proof of Claim 1. We now have a countable collection of map- 
pings {fi},“=r each of which satisfies (*). Let f : X + [0, I] be the mapping constructed 
in Section 4 from this collection of mappings. Then f satisfies (*). Thus f has a continu- 
ous extension to the Higson compactification of X. Let F : fTd -+ [0, 1] be this extension. 
Now for each i and each j 2 i, filu,nx = 0 and fi]v,“x E 1. For each J: E Ki+l \ Ki 
having the property that fi(z) = fi+r (xc), Gi (z) = fi(z) since Gi was defined in terms 
of the straightline homotopy connecting fi and fi+r . This implies that f]~,~(x\K,) E 0 
and ~Iw(x\Ic~) 5 1. Since f satisfies (*), it has an extension F to the Higson com- 
pactification. This extension has the property that for all i, F~A% E 0 and FIB% E 1. This 
implies that FIuz,+ = 0 and Fl~po_,~, E 1. Thus, FIYdx is the continuous extension 
of g that we were seeking. This completes the proof of Claim 1 and thus the proof of 
Theorem 1. 0 
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